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On October 30th the New Mexico Lottery Board voted unanimously to move forward with
the creation of a game tied to the outcome of sporting events (Sports Lottery) as well as to
grant a 2-year extension on its existing online systems contact with INTRALOT. This move
reflects the great long-term partnership and appreciation between the New Mexico Lottery
and INTRALOT built for nearly 11 years now.
The New Mexico Lottery will be the first Lottery in the United States to authorize a Sports
wagering lottery game to be available through its entire retail network, approximately 1,100
retail terminals. Players will be able to make their selections from a wide menu of sporting
events made available to them together with their possible outcomes (Parlay wagering
game).
Specifically, the agreement includes the deployment and customization of INTRALOT’s
holistic and cross-channel Sports Lottery Gaming Platform along with the terminal software
for the operation of its 1,100 terminals. INTRALOT will also provide the Lottery with its suite
of fully Managed Services related to the Sports Lottery game including Risk management
and Trading services guaranteeing the payout of the game as well as product and marketing
services (i.e. acquisition, retention, promotions). INTRALOT will also offer dedicated training
to all of New Mexico’s retail network and Lottery personnel, as well as related system
operation, software maintenance and supporting activities.
Mr. David Barden, New Mexico Lottery Chief Executive Officer, stated: “Today we reinforced
our strong partnership with our systems vendor, INTRALOT by extending our contract for
another 2 years. We also moved the Lottery industry forward as we took the approval from
our Board to launch a Sports Lottery game throughout our retail network. We are convinced
sports lottery games will provide new and exciting experiences for our players while
significantly increasing dollars being transferred to our scholarship fund for student
beneficiaries. We are always looking for games that strengthen our Lottery brand by
attracting Millennials and other new players. Lottery games of this type are fun to play and
will move us in that direction.”
INTRALOT Group CEO Antonios Kerastaris stated: “This is a special day for us, not only
because we renew our partnership with a great client but also for breaking ground with a
new sports lottery contract, leveraging our extensive experience and our latest technology
on sports prognostics, our first such venture in the US in the post-PASPA period. I look

forward to the new era bringing in all our lottery modernization expertise while extending
my sincere thanks the New Mexico Lottery for their trust and continued partnership”.

About INTRALOT
INTRALOT, a public listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions
supplier and operator active in 52 regulated jurisdictions around the globe. With €1.1 billion
turnover and a global workforce of approximately 5,100 employees (3,100 of which in HQ
and subsidiaries and 2,000 in associates) in 2017, INTRALOT is an innovation – driven
corporation focusing its product development on the customer experience. The company
is uniquely positioned to offer to lottery and gaming organizations across geographies
market-tested solutions and retail operational expertise. The company has designed a new
ecosystem of holistic omni-channel solutions across verticals (Lottery, Betting, Interactive,
VLT) for Lotteries digital transformation. INTRALOT has been awarded the prestigious WLA
Responsible Gaming Framework Certification by the World Lottery Association (WLA) and
the WLA certificate for the Security Control standard.
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